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Design Survey:

What Is Your Style?

Please fill this for your complimentary consultation with Allison Mathern Interior Design.

About You
What is your favorite flower?

Are there any family traditions, pieces of your past
times, elements of your heritage, travel memories or
photos you would like to have featured in your room?

What is your favorite article of clothing?

If you could take a dream vacation, where would
you go?

What song would be featured in the soundtrack of
your house?

Is there another home you’ve lived in that you love?
Why?

When you want to be comfortable, where do you go?

If you could be a character in a book or story, which
would it be?
What is the most pleasant part of this house for you?

What is your favorite house featured in a television
show or film?
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Your Style on a Spectrum
Think of your style. Mark an X on the spectrum according to where your style falls.
Then mark an O for where you want your style to be.

EXAMPLE
Dark or Light?
Dark

Light

dark OR light?
Dark

Light

heavy OR delicate?
Heavy

Delicate

squared off OR rounded?
Squared off

Rounded

historical OR modern?
Historical

Modern

bright OR subdued?
Bright

Subdued

summer OR winter?
Summer

Winter

What Would You Like to Discuss?
Floorplan

Trim/millwork

Built-in cabinetry

Flooring

Appliances

Fireplace

Paint/wallcoverings

Lighting

Window treatments
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Getting Started: Focus on One Room
Which room would you like to focus on?

What are the functions of this room?

What are the approximate dimensions?

What is an approximate timeframe and budget?

How many people need to be seated the room?

Describe your technology concerns like televisions or sound systems.

Describe your storage needs.

Are there existing furniture or accessory items you would like to keep in the room?

(Print additional copies for each room.)
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